Illumina's "sequencing-by-synthesis" technology is widely used for DNA sequencing in research and medicine. With this technology, billions of clusters of DNA templates are laid out on a flow cell and extended cycle-by-cycle using reversible terminators. The extended nucleotides of A, C, G, and T of each cycle are identified by their attached fluorescent dyes, which emit light when excited by laser. Each cycle generates four images capturing the emitted lights of the DNA clusters in four wavelength bands. Base-calling aims to reconstruct the underlying sequences from the fluorescence signals. In order to reduce base-calling errors, we need to enhance the signals using different types of data corrections. The first major correction involves removal of color crosstalk caused by the overlapping emission spectra of the four dyes. The principle of optimal color correction was presented[@b1] in the context of capillary sequencing, and a similar scheme was proposed[@b2] for the Illumina platform. The second major correction targets the crosstalk among adjacent cycles which results from out-of-step nucleotide synthesis of some DNA molecules. This phasing/pre-phasing issue has been modeled and effectively managed by various methods, including Illumina's Bustard software and third-party software programs, such as FreeIbis[@b3] and AYB[@b4].

In this study, we focused on the crosstalk among spatially adjacent clusters. Ideally, the intensities of each cluster, as defined by image processing, correspond to just one DNA sequence. However, the observed intensities often contain signals from neighboring DNA sequences, other than the nominal one, and, hence, are not pure (see [Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). We showed that a large portion of base-calling errors were caused by this "spatial crosstalk". Moreover, spatial crosstalk is cluster-specific and often asymmetric.

To address the raised challenge, we developed an adaptive decorrelation method that estimates the extent of spatial crosstalk for each pair of adjacent clusters. The estimated spatial cross-talk matrix consisting of all pairwise coefficients is then used to correct the signals. Based on the method, we developed the base-calling software 3Dec to increase the sequencing accuracy for the Illumina platforms. The software 3Dec is available to academic users at <http://github.com/flishwnag/3dec>.

Results
=======

Spatial crosstalk and its cluster-specific pattern
--------------------------------------------------

A large portion of base-calling errors were caused by "spatial crosstalk". Specifically, we calculated the base-calling correlations between adjacent clusters, making use of the reads from bacteriophage *PhiX174*, which are often included as quality control in Illumina sequencers. The reads of three tiles of *bacteriophage PhiX174* from *GAII, HiSeq2000* and *MiSeq*, respectively, were mapped to the consensus reference genome using Bowtie2[@b5] (see Method). In all three tiles, the depths of mapped reads were more than 400x; thus, mismatches from the consensus were regarded as base-calling errors. Next, we calculated the percentage of mistaken calls identical to the bases of their nearest neighbor clusters of the same cycle. As a comparison, we also computed the percentage of mistaken calls identical to a random base in the tile of the same cycle ([Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). As expected, the latter calculation, as shown in black lines, was approximately 25%, while the former calculation, as shown in red lines, ranged from 35% to 60% in the three datasets. The margins beyond the random setting imply that about 13% () to 47% of base-calling errors are caused by spatial crosstalk from the nearest neighbors. The current Illumina pipeline uses a "chastity filter" to detect clusters with high impurity and discards them in base calling[@b2]. Without the "chastity filter", spatial crosstalk would be even more serious in the original data.

The novel decorrelation method
------------------------------

To address the challenge raised by cluster-specific spatial crosstalk, we developed an adaptive decorrelation. The method assumes that each cluster has one nominal DNA sequence fragment to be identified and that the fluorescence signals of each cluster are a weighted sum of the signals of the involved DNA fragments, whose weights are to be estimated. We refer to the weights as "spatial crosstalk coefficients" from the involved sequences. Without loss of generality, we first consider a pair of clusters indexed by *i* and *j*. The spatial crosstalk from Fragment *j* to Cluster *i* is measured by *c*~*ij*~, and the crosstalk in the reverse direction is measured by *c*~*ji*~ (Method, [Equation (3)](#eq11){ref-type="disp-formula"}). We note that *c*~*ij*~ and *c*~*ji*~ are specific to the cluster pair, but not necessarily identical.

The estimation of spatial crosstalk coefficients is motivated by the pairwise scatter plot of the signals. [Figure 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"} shows the scatter plot of the example given in [Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, in which four clouds are observed. More precisely, if during one cycle, one kind of nucleotide, say A, appears in DNA Fragment 2, but not in Fragment 1, then the corresponding point is marked "+", and all these points form a cloud (see [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} for the meanings of other clouds). The slope of the line that passes through the origin and the center of Cloud "+" corresponds to *c*~*ij*~(*i* = 1, *j* = 2), which is the crosstalk coefficient from Fragment 2 to Cluster 1. It obviously tilts upward, indicating the presence of crosstalk from Fragment 2 to Cluster 1. Based on this visualization, we define an objective function, and its minimizer gives an estimate of the crosstalk coefficient *c*~*ij*~ (See Method). The biases and standard errors of the crosstalk estimates were assessed by a bootstrap method (see [Supplementary Fig. S2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Table S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for some results).

The general spatial crosstalk model for a tile of intensities is as follows. The intensities of all the clusters correspond to a linear transformation of the intensities of all DNA fragments. This linear transformation can be represented by a spatial crosstalk matrix whose diagonal elements are ones and whose off-diagonal coefficient of Row *i*, Column *j* represents the crosstalk coefficient from Fragment *j* to Cluster *i*. To a good approximation, we can estimate each coefficient using the intensities of Cluster *i* and *j*. Since only the coefficients corresponding to spatially neighboring pairs are nonzero, the matrix is sparse. Our decorrelation of the spatial crosstalk is thus the multiplication of the inverse of the crosstalk matrix to the cluster signals.

The distribution of spatial crosstalk coefficients
--------------------------------------------------

Spatial crosstalk occurred frequently when the distance between cluster pairs was less than 3 pixels for the *HiSeq2000* dataset. The detailed distributions of the estimated spatial crosstalk coefficients stratified by the distances between the involved cluster pairs can be found in [Supplementary Figure S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Obviously, the closer two clusters are, the more spatial crosstalk is likely to occur. Furthermore, we can define the total crosstalk into cluster i by summing up all , over all j such that i ≠ j. It is shown in [Supplementary Figure S3](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} that the error rate goes up as the total crosstalk effect increases.

Cluster-specificity of spatial crosstalk
----------------------------------------

The extent of spatial crosstalk cannot be quantified by classical deconvolution models that assume a fixed point spread function. We illustrated this by the detailed spatial crosstalk pattern of a small region of the *HiSeq2000* tile "*s_4\_1113*" in [Fig. 2d](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, where the arrows representing the spatial crosstalk coefficients are asymmetric. Spatial crosstalk occurs quite often among closely located clusters, but its pattern is unpredictable.

To quantify this, we selected several 2-D vectors, as shown in the first column of [Supplementary Table S2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Then we calculated the coordinate differences from each cluster to their nearest neighbor clusters. The precision of the cluster coordinates was taken to be 0.1 pixel. All cluster pairs whose coordinate differences were equal to a preselected vector formed a group. Thus, the cluster pairs in such group were roughly of the same distance and orientation. We then calculated the variations of the spatial crosstalk coefficients between these cluster pairs, and the results are shown in the third and fourth column of [Supplementary Table S3](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The variations of the coefficients of a given distance and orientation are several-fold larger than the averages of their standard errors. This indicates that the coefficients cannot be determined by the distances and orientations of the cluster pairs; in other words, spatial crosstalk is cluster-specific and that its removal requires an adaptive correction method.

Software
--------

Based on the above method, we developed a base-calling software program, termed 3Dec, including the corrections of color crosstalk, cycle crosstalk (otherwise known as phasing and pre-phasing), and spatial crosstalk. The pipeline of 3Dec is shown in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. Its input is a CIF file defined from the image processing. After correcting color and cycle crosstalk (Step 1), 3Dec estimates each non-zero coefficient in the spatial crosstalk matrix (Step 2), then corrects spatial crosstalk (Step 3). The resulting intensities are cleaner and are used for base-calling in Step 4.

Alternatively, 3Dec has a separate module of spatial crosstalk correction (See [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). The original cluster intensity data are taken as input by the module, and the corrected intensities can be applied interchangeably with other base-callers, such as Bustard and AYB (hereinafter termed 3Dec + Bustard and 3Dec + AYB in this paper). That is, the alternative pipeline 3Dec + AYB and 3Dec + Bustard carry out spatial crosstalk correction by the 3Dec module and base calling by AYB and Bustard, respectively. Thus the gains in their base-calling accuracy compared to AYB and Bustard represents the improvement of our decorrelation method of spatial crosstalk.

Software comparison
-------------------

We compared the mapping rate, PF (perfectly matched) rate and error rate on various methods (see Method for details). The comparison results are shown in [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}, in which three kinds of error rates are presented. The first one is the traditional error rate defined as the sum of the edit distances[@b6] divided by the total base account of all mapped reads[@b4][@b7]. However, this measure may underestimate the performance of a better base-calling method. Under the same mapping criterion, the total numbers of mapped reads could be larger for a better base caller. Thus, when more low-quality reads were successfully mapped, more errors would be included too. Therefore, we report two other measures of error rates. The second one calculates rates by counting errors in a common subset of reads for each dataset. That is, at a given threshold on the edit distances, we obtained the set of reads that were successfully mapped to the reference for each base-calling method. Then we picked the subset of reads that are common to all methods. And the error rate was calculated based on this subset. The third one counts errors in those mapped reads obtained at a given mapping rate. For each given mapping rate, reads with the smallest edit distance to the consensus reference were selected for the calculation. Consequently equal number of reads were selected for each method, although the subsets of reads could differ from one base-caller to another. See details in Method, and also [Supplementary Note](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for the differences among the three definitions of the error rates.

[Figure 4a](#f4){ref-type="fig"} shows the error rates versus the mapping rates for the HiSeq2000 dataset. Zero error rate corresponds to the case of perfect match to the consensus (PF). Based on cluster intensity files corrected for spatial crosstalk by 3Dec and files without correction, Bustard and AYB, respectively, increased PF rates from 84.16% and 89.32% to 88.00% and 91.72% and reduced error rates at the 97.50% mapping rate from 0.406% and 0.244% to 0.227% and 0.137% (see [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"} for more details). The error rates were reduced by 44.1% and 44.9%.

We also compared the base-calling accuracies by the results of DNA assembly. That is, we assembled the Phix174 genome by SparseAssembler[@b8] for sequencing reads obtained by different base-calling methods. We generated random samples according to a specific coverage (5x, 10x and 20x), and assembled the genome based on each random sample. The N50s and maximum contig lengths reported in [Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"} were the averages of 100 random samples at each coverage. 3Dec + AYB achieved the best N50 and maximum contig length while 3Dec gave comparable results.

Speed of computation
--------------------

Computationally, the pipeline of 3Dec in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} is more efficient, while almost reaches the highest accuracy achieved by the alternative pipeline 3Dec + AYB in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. On our ThinkPad W530 mobile workstation, 3Dec processed the HiSeq2000 data in 740 seconds while reducing 62.1% errors compared to Bustard. The pipeline of 3Dec is more than five times as fast as 3Dec + AYB (see the last column of [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}). The runtime for an entire *Hiseq* flowcell (8 lanes X 200 M clusters, 101-cycle, pair-end) would take \~1.2 days on a 32GB RAM, 32-thread workstation. The current implementation of 3Dec is thus fast enough for daily sequencing.

The chastity score and base-calling accuracy
--------------------------------------------

The Illumina pipeline uses the chastity score as a measure of cluster quality. In [Fig. 4d](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, we show the improvement of 3Dec in terms of PF rates stratified by chastity scores. The lower chastity scores, the more improvement. Earlier it was shown that the improvement of base-calling accuracy is primarily achieved by the correction of spatial crosstalk. This implies that spatial crosstalk, to a great extent, accounts for the low chastity scores. To test the effectiveness of 3Dec in this regard, we re-extracted the cluster intensity files from the *GAII* image data but without eliminating any low chastity clusters deliberately. [Figure 4b](#f4){ref-type="fig"} shows the error rates versus the mapping rates of the base-calling results. Based on the cluster intensity files corrected for spatial crosstalk by 3Dec, AYB increases PF rates from 91.03% to 93.61%, while reduces the error rates by 69.0% at the 95.53% mapping rate (see [Fig. 4b](#f4){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}).

Justification of the adaptive decorrelation method
--------------------------------------------------

The effectiveness of decorrelation can be examined from two perspectives. First, we can check the pairwise scatter plot as shown in [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. After the decorrelation, the line representing the spatial crosstalk in the scatter plot of [Fig. 1d](#f1){ref-type="fig"} becomes parallel to the x-axis, and the corrected intensities are shown in [Fig. 1c](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. Second, we can calculate the base-calling correlations between adjacent clusters using the 3Dec base-calling results, as shown in [Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. When we did this, most correlations were eliminated, as shown in [Fig. 4c](#f4){ref-type="fig"}.

*Phred* quality score
---------------------

Currently, the quality scores of 3Dec + Bustard and 3Dec + AYB can be defined by Bustard and AYB respectively, and the development of a quality score module specific for 3Dec is still ongoing.

Discussion
==========

In this article, we have reported, for the first time, an adaptive decorrelation that can correct the cluster-specific spatial crosstalk found in Illumina sequencing intensity files. The crosstalk was evidenced by the base-calling correlations between adjacent clusters. The new method can be used in several ways to improve Illumina technology. First, we can remove the base-calling errors caused by spatial crosstalk using the current cluster intensity files provided by the sequencers. Particularly, the method can be applied to the *MiSeq* model, which is the only NGS system approved by U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for clinical use[@b9]. Second, we can increase sequencing throughput by either increasing cluster densities or lowering the threshold of the chastity filter in the Illumina pipeline. The potentially more serious spatial crosstalk is then corrected by the proposed decorrelation method. This strategy can be tested on Illumina non-patterned sequencing platforms, such as *HiSeq2000/2500* and *MiSeq*. Third, this study presents the decorrelation by the settings of non-patterned flow cells. Recently, Illumina released a new kind of sequencer using patterned flow cells characterized by uniform clustering. Yet quite a portion of clusters are polyclonal and discarded. It is anticipated that the proposed decorrelation method will be able to save some clusters by separating the different DNA clones for further base calling.

Imaging coupled with fluorescence technology is widely used in many high-throughput measurement systems of molecular biology. The proposed adaptive decorrelation provides a general tool to enhance resolution and remove crosstalk among neighboring target molecules.

Method
======

Model
-----

In the standard Illumina pipeline, the raw image files generated by scanning each flow cell surface go through a series of processing steps, including template generation, registration, and intensity extraction. The outputs of image processing are cluster intensity files (CIF), which store the fluorescence intensity values for each cluster across all cycles and across all four wavelength channels. To reduce the file size, Illumina further divides each flow cell into tiles. For the sake of simplicity, we hereinafter present the decorrelation of the spatial crosstalk with respect to each tile. Assume a tile contains *m* clusters of *n* sequencing cycles. We denote the intensity signals of the cluster by an *n* × 4 matrix **O**~*i*~, whose (*p, q*) entry *O*~*i*~(*p, q*) represents the signal in the cycle and the channel. We also assume that each cluster has one nominal DNA sequence fragment to be identified from the intensity data. The sequence is represented by an *n* × 4 matrix **S**~*i*~ whose (*p, q*) entry *S*~*i*~(*p, q*) is one if the base of this sequence is of type *q* and zero otherwise, where the nucleotides A, G, C, T are encoded by type 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively.

As discussed in Results and the literature[@b1][@b2][@b4][@b7], spatial crosstalk, cycle crosstalk (also known as phasing and pre-phasing), and color crosstalk can be approximated by linear transformations. Accordingly, we use an *m* × *m* matrix **C**, an *n* × *n* matrix **P** and an 4 × 4 matrix **M** to represent the spatial, cycle, and the color crosstalk, respectively. Generally speaking, the non-diagonal element in Row i and Column j of each matrix represents the crosstalk from the j-th component to the i-th component. In the context of spatial crosstalk, *C*(*i, j*) measures the portion of the signals of the nominal Sequence *j* that leaks into the signals of Cluster *i*. We refer to it as the spatial crosstalk coefficient from Sequence *j* to Cluster *i*. In addition, we assume that *C*(*i, i*) =1. Thus, for any cluster *i* = 1, 2, ...*m*, we have:

where *λ*~*i*~ is the average signal strength of Cluster *i*, **M**^*T*^ is the transpose of **M**, *c*~*ij*~ is the (*i, j*) entry of the spatial crosstalk matrix **C**, **N** is an *n* × 4 matrix representing the background noise for all the clusters, and **ε**~*i*~, an *n* × 4 matrix, is the error term.

We built this model to describe the phenomenon of spatial crosstalk along with color crosstalk and phasing/pre-phasing. If spatial crosstalk did not exist, matrix **C** would become an identity matrix, and the model in [Equation (1)](#eq7){ref-type="disp-formula"} would be reduced to the model used in Bustard ([Equation (2)](#eq9){ref-type="disp-formula"} in the paper by Massingham and Goldman[@b4]). In fact, we can use existing methods to estimate matrices **M** and **P**, followed by correction of color crosstalk and phasing/pre-phasing. Notably, these corrections do not interfere with the spatial crosstalk effect in the signals because they transform the signals uniformly across clusters, whereas the spatial crosstalk pattern remains unchanged. The above model uses the coefficient *c*~*ij*~ to describe the spatial crosstalk from Sequence *j* to Cluster *i*. Importantly, *c*~*ji*~ which is the spatial crosstalk coefficient from Sequence *i* to Cluster *j*, is not necessarily the same as *c*~*ij*~, which is the coefficient from Sequence *j* to Cluster *i*. We estimate each coefficient *c*~*ij*~ based solely on the signals of cluster *i* and *j*, with no need for additional information, except for neighboring clusters. In other words, the estimation is adaptive to each pair of clusters. The method includes the following major steps:Correct color crosstalk, phasing and background noise;Estimate spatial crosstalk coefficients;Correct spatial crosstalk;Call the bases.

In the next sections, we present the details that explain each step above.

Correction of phasing, color crosstalk and background noise
-----------------------------------------------------------

In our software, we first ignore the low chastity clusters and robustly estimate matrices **M** and **P** using the iterative weighted least square method similar to that in AYB[@b4]. Let **T**~*i*~ be , where **P**, **M**, **N** are plugged in by their estimates, respectively. Thus **T**~*i*~ is the signal of Cluster *i* after correction. According to [Equation (1)](#eq7){ref-type="disp-formula"}, **T**~*i*~ satisfies

where are the error terms in the model.

Estimation of the spatial crosstalk matrix
------------------------------------------

We take a pairwise strategy to estimate matrix C. Namely, to a good approximation, we focus on the signals of cluster *i* and *j* when estimating the pair of crosstalk coefficients *c*~*ij*~ and *c*~*ji*~. The pairwise strategy significantly reduces the computational complexity. On the other hand, even though possible higher-order interactions are ignored in one round of correction, we could improve the estimate by iterations if necessary. Consequently, we consider a simplified version of [Equation (2)](#eq9){ref-type="disp-formula"}, as follows:

where **η**~*i*~ and **η**~*j*~ are the error terms. In this model, both the crosstalk coefficients (*c*~*ij*~, *c*~*ji*~) and the nominal signal (*S*~*i*~, *S*~*j*~) are unknown to us. Thus it is not a standard inversion but a blind inversion problem[@b10]. Heuristically, we want to estimate *c*~*ij*~ based on the information in the pairwise scatter plot shown in [Fig. 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, in which the slope roughly corresponds to the crosstalk coefficient *c*~*ij*~ (*i* = 1, *j* = 2). Notice that

When *t* = *c*~*ij*~, the second term disappears, namely, the signals **T**~*i*~ − t**T**~*j*~ contain no spatial crosstalk from Sequence *j*. Once we have a fair impurity measure that can approximately remove the effect of the first term, then the minimizer of the impurity of **T**~*i*~ − t**T**~*j*~ would give an estimate of *c*~*ij*~.

Ideally, in the signals of a DNA sequence without any kind of crosstalk, only the value corresponding to the nucleotide base would be significantly non-zero in each cycle. If, in the same cycle, the values in the other three channels were non-zero, then they would be the result of measurement errors or spatial crosstalk. It should be recalled that color crosstalk and phasing have already been corrected in the last step. Thus, we take the sum of the non-zero values in the three non-principal channels as the impurity:

The value of *f*(·) measures the extent of spatial crosstalk from one specific adjacent sequence across all cycles. Because **T**~*i*~ − t**T**~*j*~ contains the least spatial crosstalk when t = *c*~*ij*~, the spatial crosstalk coefficient can be estimated by minimizing the plug-in impurity measure *f*(**T**~*i*~ − t**T**~*j*~). Returning to [Fig. 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, those points marked in "×" and "\*" correspond to the signals with nucleotide bases in cluster *i* ( = 1), and their effect is made approximately null by the impurity measure. Those points marked in "+" correspond to the signals with nucleotide bases in Cluster *j*( = 2), but not Cluster *i*(= 1), and the possible crosstalk is estimated by the regression of **T**~*i*~ on **T**~*j*~.

When the signal-to-noise ratio of **T**~*i*~ is low, we found that the variation of the estimates of *c*~*ij*~ is large. To avoid overcorrection of spatial crosstalk, we impose some penalty on *t*. This leads to our estimator, as follows:

where *u* is a positive penalty constant. We make a few notes here. First, we take the sum of absolute values, rather than the sum of squares, in the impurity measure. Consequently, the more robust method, least absolute deviations (LAD), is used for estimation. Second, in implementation, we apply to each cycle a weight, which is set to be inversely proportional to the variance of each cycle to reduce the variation of the estimate.

Overall, we estimate the spatial crosstalk matrix **C** as follows: ; For any pair of Cluster *i* and *j* such that *i* ≠ *j*, if Cluster *j* is located near Cluster *i*, we estimate *c*~*ij*~ by minimizing [Equation (5)](#eq14){ref-type="disp-formula"} using the bisection method[@b11], and *c*~*ji*~ can be estimated similarly; otherwise *c*~*ij*~ = *c*~*ji*~ = 0 because significant spatial crosstalk exists only between adjacent clusters. The algorithm of finding clusters' neighbors is described in [Supplementary Note](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Figure S5](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Correction of spatial crosstalk
-------------------------------

At this point, we assume that color crosstalk and phasing have been corrected and that the spatial crosstalk matrix has been estimated, as shown above. Leaving out the errors in [Equation (2)](#eq9){ref-type="disp-formula"}, for any Cycle *p* and Channel *q*, we have:

Then can be calculated by solving the above linear equations. Because most elements in **C** are zeros, a linear equation solver for sparse matrices is used[@b12][@b13] for the calculation. To reduce the size of the linear equation and take advantage of parallel computation, we divide the clusters into blocks based on their locations. Then we carry out crosstalk estimation followed by correction separately for each block.

For those who prefer to use existing base-calling methods, the spatial crosstalk correction is applied directly to the original cluster intensity data. Leaving out the errors, we see that the second part of [equation (1)](#eq7){ref-type="disp-formula"} is equivalent to:

In most cases, the background noise has been subtracted when generating the cluster intensity files; therefore, *N*(*p, q*) is close to zero. Ignoring the background noise in the model, we calculate by solving the sparse linear equations. The corrected cluster intensity signals are in the standard CIF format and can thus be used by any existing base callers.

Base calling
------------

Based on the corrected signals in [Equation (6)](#eq16){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we call bases as the types with the largest signals in each cycle.

Data
----

The datasets used in this article are listed below.*Illumina GAII phiX174.* This dataset contains the sequencing images of 5 tiles, and the cluster fluorescence intensities were generated using our own tool (unpublished) from the images. The image data were distributed with SWIFT[@b2] and were downloaded at <http://sgenomics.org/swift/paperdataset.html>. It has about 100,000 single-end reads of 37 sequencing cycles in each tile. The generated cluster intensity files and cluster location files can be obtained at <http://www.statsci.amss.ac.cn/yjscy/yjy/ll/201508/t20150828_305802.html>.*Illumina HiSeq2000 phiX174.* This dataset contains the cluster intensity data for 3 tiles. It was distributed along with BlindCall[@b7] and downloaded at <http://www.cbcb.umd.edu/~hcorrada/secgen/>. Each tile has about 1,900,000 single-end reads of 101 sequencing cycles.*Illumina* MiSeq *phiX174*. This was a public dataset in Illumina *Basespace* and can be downloaded at <https://basespace.illumina.com/s/flRIEtUDLckW>. In this article, we took the first end of tile s_1\_1101, which contains 650,582 sequences of 250 cycles.

Base-calling correlations between adjacent clusters
---------------------------------------------------

The sequences of the first two datasets (*Illumina GAII phiX174; Illumina HiSeq2000 phiX174*) were identified using the AYB base caller (Version 2.10, downloaded at <https://github.com/timmassingham/AYB2/>), and the sequences of the other dataset were extracted from the associated FASTQ files. We calculated spatial correlations of base calling for three tiles: s_4\_21 from the first dataset, s_4\_1113 from the second, and s_1\_1101 from the third. In all three cases, the depths of mapped reads were more than 400X at each position, making it possible to define a reliable consensus sequence for each tile. We first used Bowtie2[@b5] (version 2.2.5, using the default option of "--sensitive") to map the reads to the reference (NC_001422.1). Then the consensus was defined as the nucleotide occurring the most frequently at each bp. For each cluster, the nearest neighbor is determined based on cluster coordinates under Euclidian distance measure. Called bases different from those in the consensus references were regarded as base-calling errors, and deletions from the references, which were about 0.51--1.8% of the total differences, were neglected. Bases are ignored if themselves, the neighbors or the random ones include "N"; reads are ignored if more than half of the bases are identical to the neighbors or to the random ones. The results of spatial correlations were shown in [Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"}--c.

Software comparison
-------------------

The cluster fluorescence intensities of the *Illumina GAII phiX174 and Illumina HiSeq2000 phiX174 datasets were used for the comparison.* We ran the software on a ThinkPad W530 mobile workstation with 24GB memory and the Intel Core i7-3820QM CPU. We ran the standard sequencing software Bustard (included in the Illumina Off-line Base-caller, version 1.9.4) and AYB to call bases using both original and 3Dec-corrected cluster intensity data. We also ran base calling using only 3Dec modules. After base calling, we used Bowtie2 to map the called sequences to the consensus references (see the above paragraph for mapping details). The comparison results are shown in [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}, in which three kinds of error rates are presented. In the first definition of error rates, we counted errors in mapped reads obtained by using the same default mapping criterion in Bowtie2 across different base-calling methods. In the second definition, we calculated error rates for each method based on a common subset of reads. That is, at a given threshold on the edit distances, we found the set of reads that were successfully mapped to the reference for each base-calling method (one SAM file for each method). Then we picked the subset of reads that are common to all methods and did the calculation. In the third definition, we counted errors in those selected reads at a given mapping rate, which is 97.5% for the *HiSeq2000 dataset* in [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}. Reads with the smallest edit distances to the consensus reference were selected at each given mapping rate. Specifically, we selected reads by the following steps: first, we mapped all reads to the consensus reference; then we sorted the mapped reads in the descending order of their edit distances to the reference; finally, we selected the top reads according to a given mapping rate, which equals the number of selected reads divided by the number of total reads.

Accuracy assessment of the estimation
-------------------------------------

We used the following method to estimate the biases and variances of the estimates of spatial crosstalk coefficients. We randomly selected a block (Cluster No. 283,639 to No. 346,710) in *HiSeq2000* tile s_4\_1113 for this assessment. The Moving Block Bootstrap[@b14] (MBB) re-sampling technique was used to evaluate estimation accuracy because serial correlations exist between adjacent sequencing cycles, and MBB fits this situation[@b15]. The re-sampling procedure was as follows. After correcting color crosstalk and phasing, we calculated the weights used in the estimation of the spatial crosstalk coefficients based on all the data from the tile. Then we performed resampling 30 times for the selected clusters, as follows. Each time, we generated 20 random seed integers uniformly distributed in the range and formed a group consisting of the 5 or 6 consecutive cycles following each seed integer. In total, we had 20 groups, which, as a pool, represented one set of the resampled data. Next, the spatial crosstalk coefficients were estimated for each set of the resampled data. The standard errors were evaluated based on the bootstrap estimates. The bootstrap accuracy assessment results are shown in [Supplementary Figure S2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The same bootstrap technique was used in [Supplementary Table S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} to show the significance of the crosstalk coefficients and in [Supplementary Table S2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} to show the phenomenon of cluster specificity.
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![An example of spatial crosstalk and the adaptive decorrelation.\
"C1" and "C2" are two neighbor clusters from tile s_4\_1113 in the *HiSeq2000* dataset. Panel (a,c): fluorescence signals (Y-axis) versus the cycle (X-axis): upper -- "cluster 1"; lower -- "cluster 2". Panel (a) shows the signals before correction (Color crosstalk and phasing/pre-phasing has been removed using 3Dec, and the raw intensities are shown in [Supplementary Fig. S4](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Obviously, the signals of "Cluster 1" are contaminated by those of "Cluster 2", and in the 13^th^ cycle, the base is mistakenly called as T (Panel a), instead of A (Panel c). Panel (c) shows the signals after correction. Panel (b,d): the corresponding scatter plots of the intensity signals in (**a**) and (**c**). In each scatter plot, the x- and y-values of each point represent the signals of "cluster 2" and "cluster 1" in a specific cycle and channel, respectively. A point is marked " × " if the corresponding nucleotide in this cycle and channel appears in "cluster 1", but not in "cluster 2"; it is marked " + " if the nucleotide in this cycle and channel appears in "cluster 2", but not in "cluster 1"; it is marked "\*" or "o" if the nucleotide appears in both or in neither, respectively. In the absence of spatial crosstalk (Panel (d)), the straight line passing through the centers of the clouds marked respectively by "o" and by " + " would be parallel to the x-axis. However, this straight line tilts upward in panel (b), indicating crosstalk from Cluster 2 to Cluster 1. The slope of this line corresponds to the spatial crosstalk coefficients from Sequence 2 to Cluster 1, as defined in Method, [Equation (3)](#eq11){ref-type="disp-formula"}.](srep41348-f1){#f1}

![Portions of base-calling errors caused by the spatial crosstalk and its cluster-specific pattern.\
Among all base-calling errors from a tile of bacteriophage *PhiX174*, we calculated the percentage of calls that were identical to the bases of their nearest neighbor clusters of the same cycle. The percentages (Y axis) stratified by each cycle (X axis) are shown by the red lines in panel (a--c). As a comparison, the black lines show the percentages of mistaken calls identical to random calls of the same cycle. (**a**): data from the *GAII* tile s_4\_21 without pass of any filter. (**b**): data from the *HiSeq2000* tile s_4\_1113 with the pass of the chastity filter. (**c**): data from the *MiSeq* tile s_4\_1101 with the pass of both the chastity filter and the quality control (QC) filter. Under the random setting, the percentages are around 25% in all three cases, while the observed percentages in the red lines range from 35% to 60%. The margins beyond the random setting are thus caused by the spatial interference between adjacent clusters. (**d**) Illustration of spatial crosstalk cluster specificity, as indicated by a small region in tile "s_4\_1113". The X-axis and Y-axis are the coordinates of the clusters' positions. Each black ' + ' corresponds to a cluster, and each red-head, blue-tail arrow represents a spatial crosstalk coefficient larger than 0.05 from the tail to the head (see Method).](srep41348-f2){#f2}

![The pipeline of the base-caller 3Dec.\
The input data of 3Dec are CIF files that include the florescence intensity values of each cluster in each cycle and each channel. Step 1: the software corrects color crosstalk and cycle crosstalk (aka. Phasing/pre-phasing). Step 2: Using the corrected data from Step 1, 3Dec estimates each non-zero coefficient in the spatial crosstalk matrix. Step 3: the pipeline of 3Dec corrects spatial crosstalk by multiplying the inverse of the spatial crosstalk matrix from Step 2 to the corrected intensities from Step 1. The resulting intensities are cleaner and are then used for base-calling in Step 4. On the other hand, in the alternative pipeline, the multiplication of the inverse of the spatial crosstalk matrix from Step 2 is applied to the raw data instead. Thus the resulting cluster intensities can be used by other base callers to improve accuracy.](srep41348-f3){#f3}

![Accuracies of 3Dec.\
3Dec + AYB and 3Dec + Bustard signify spatial crosstalk decorrelation by 3Dec and base calling by AYB and Bustard, respectively. Panel (a,b): the error rates (Y-axis) versus the mapping rates (X-axis) on *HiSeq2000* and *GAII* datasets, respectively. The error rates were calculated as follows. First, we mapped all reads to the consensus reference; then we sorted the mapped reads in the descending order of their edit distances to the reference; finally, we selected the top K reads for the error rate calculation, where K equals the number of total reads multiplied by a given mapping rate. (**c**) For the phage tile of *HiSeq2000* s_4\_1113, the red line and blue line show the percentages (Y axis) of mistaken calls identical to the bases of their nearest neighbor clusters stratified by each cycle (X axis), using respectively the original and the 3Dec-corrected cluster intensities. The black line, which shows the percentages of mistaken calls identical to random calls of the same cycle, serves as the baseline. The consistency between the blue and black lines indicates that almost no spatial crosstalk exists after the decorrelation. (**d**) The rates of perfect mapped reads stratified by the cluster chastity values. The x-axis represents the average chastity of the first 25 cycles of a cluster, and the y-axis represents the percentage of PF reads. 3Dec improves sequencing data quality more prominently in low-chastity clusters.](srep41348-f4){#f4}

###### Comparisons of base-calling methods based on two validating datasets.

  Sample                   Method             ^\#^Mapped          ^\#^Perfect       Err\@C1   Err\@C2   Err\@C3   Time(m:ss)
  ----------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- --------- --------- --------- ------------
  Hiseq2000 ψx174         Bustard         5,539,506 (97.50%)   4,781,401 (84.16%)   0.406%    0.374%    0.406%       9:22
  3Dec + Bustard     5,562,778 (97.91%)   4,999,833 (88.00%)         0.290%         0.255%    0.227%     24:57   
  AYB                5,545,039 (97.60%)   5,074,934 (89.32%)         0.260%         0.233%    0.244%     50:33   
  3Dec + AYB         5,563,933 (97.93%)   5,211,339 (91.72%)         0.192%         0.168%    0.137%     66:08   
  3Dec               5,573,220 (98.09%)   5,183,770 (91.24%)         0.243%         0.185%    0.154%     12:20   
  GAII ψx174                AYB            559,765 (95.53%)     533,403 (91.03%)    0.174%    0.059%    0.174%       0:48
  3Dec + AYB          569,567 (97.20%)     548,501 (93.61%)          0.130%         0.040%    0.054%     1:30    
  3Dec                568,768 (97.06%)     545,441 (93.08%)          0.152%         0.047%    0.069%     0:29    

The "3Dec + Bustard" or "3Dec + AYB" method means base calling by Bustard or AYB, respectively, using 3Dec-corrected cluster intensities. The "3Dec" method means base calling by only the modules in our software. "\# Perfect" represents the number of reads that are perfectly mapped to the consensus reference without any discrepancy. The error rate under Criterion 1 (Err\@C1) is the traditional "error rate". It equals to the sum of the edit distances divided by the total bases in all mapped reads, in which the same default mapping criterion was used across different base-calling methods. The error rates under Criterion 2 (Err\@C2) are calculated based on a common subset, in which the reads can be mapped to the reference for all the base-calling methods. The error rates under Criterion 3 (Err\@C3) are calculated at the 97.50% and 95.53% mapping rates for the two datasets, respectively. They are calculated as follows. First, we mapped all reads to the consensus reference; then we sorted the mapped reads in the descending order by their edit distances to the reference; finally, we selected the top K reads for the error rate calculation, where K equals the number of total reads multiplied by the given mapping rate.

###### Comparison of assemblies obtained from sequencing reads called by five methods.

  Method             5x      10x      20x                      
  ---------------- ------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------
  Bustard           394.4   994.1    2379.5   2761.7   4616.7   4652.0
  3Dec + Bustard    487.3   1124.9   2555.5   2918.6   4852.5   4866.4
  AYB               477.9   1116.9   2539.0   2879.6   4823.0   4828.0
  3Dec + AYB        560.2   1219.7   2662.3   2974.1   4934.0   4938.0
  3Dec              518.7   1171.1   2626.7   2961.4   4880.0   4885.0

The Phix174 genome was assembled by SparseAssembler[@b8]. We generated random samples according to a specific coverage (5x, 10x and 20x), and assembled the genome based on each random sample. The reported N50s and maximum contig lengths were the averages of 100 random samples at each coverage. As suggested by the authors of SparseAssembler (Correspondence), the parameters in the assembler were: g = 5, k = 31, NodeCovth = 0 for the case of 5x; g = 10, k = 31, NodeCovth = 1 for the case of 10x, and g = 10, k = 41, NodeCovth = 2 for the case of 20x.
